New Micro WashPod

The Micro WashPod is the
smallest in a range of plug ‘n
play, temporary disabled
wetrooms and it is designed for
limited spaces.
The new Micro WashPod will be the answer for many people needing athome disabled bathing where space is at a premium but extra room for
carers, hoists and trollies may not be needed.

It is a unique, boutique bathing solution.
Benefits include:







Absolute minimum space required
Versatile and quick to install (half a day)
Plug and play—no need for existing plumbing connections
Minimum disruption
Hired or bought direct or through our distributors
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The Micro WashPod has great versatility.
By adding a platform, the Micro WashPod can gain a wheelchair turning circle. With tight installations, the
ramp can also be removed on one side to give extra space. In addition, the panels can be configured to
accommodate different orientations.
Other WashPod Models
WashPod’s new, modular, fully compliant design allows for both an internal or external set up with four
models for total flexibility. The full size WashPod External model is designed to fit outside on a patio or in
the garden, with a connecting lobby if needed. It is made of a highly insulated, waterproof outer case
which can, if required, be clad in a material of your choice. The Full Size Internal model can be used in a
large room or spacious double garage.
There are two smaller models that provide an added level of versatility where maximum accessibility is
not needed. The Mini and the latest Compact (which is even smaller than the Micro) which can be
accommodated in smaller spaces or rooms to suit many different, individual requirements.

OTs and Case Managers love the WashPod!
“It’s a versatile, cost-effective solution for
bathing in dignity”
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